Introduction {#s1}
============

The brain maintains maps of body parts which reflect an orderly organization of the somatosensory system with adjacent areas on the skin represented by adjacent neurons in the cortex (Penfield and Boldrey, [@B43]; Kaas et al., [@B28]; Sereno and Huang, [@B46]). Given this somatotopic arrangement, a touch on the skin results in activation at a corresponding location of the somatotopic map, which should in theory give rise to an accurate percept of the touch at a specific location of the body, which need only be "read off" from the location of the activation. Nevertheless, the literature reports that the touches may be mislocalized by patients (Förderreuther et al., [@B14]; Anema et al., [@B1]), and healthy adults (Mancini et al., [@B37]; Margolis and Longo, [@B38]). Further, the early somatotopic maps are considerably distorted due to cortical magnification factors (Penfield and Boldrey, [@B43]), which impacts on a perception of the distance between two touches. The secondary processes are therefore required to alleviate these distorting influences in tactile distance perception, and in mapping of the perceived touch on the skin.

Several literature sources posit an existence of a secondary body representation in the brain which exerts a "top-down" influence by ameliorating the impact of the distorted somatotopic maps (Longo et al., [@B35]; Medina and Coslett, [@B39]; Longo, [@B30]). Head and Holmes ([@B22]) first introduced a concept of a "superficial schema" to explain their findings with patients with *atopognosia*. These patients could detect that they had been touched suggesting that the primary representations of touch was preserved. However, their inability to identify where this touch occurred was thought to indicate deficits in some additional processing stage underlying the localization of perceived touch on the skin (Head and Holmes, [@B22]). Although the serial model of the tactile detection and localization which this logic implies was later disputed (Harris et al., [@B21], [@B20]; Medina and Coslett, [@B40]), the existence of the secondary body representation is widely accepted and has been corroborated by abundant evidence (see reviews by Longo et al., [@B35]; Medina and Coslett, [@B39]).

Longo et al. ([@B35]) recently suggested a model whereby the localization of touch initially takes place within primary somatotopic maps followed by a subsequent mapping onto a body representation in secondary somatosensory areas. Tactile localization across these processing stages may be studied by examining errors in tactile performance. For instance, Rapp et al. ([@B44]) described two patients with left hemispheric damage who showed consistency in perceived tactile locations with respect to one another while exhibiting deficits in their overall mapping on the body surface (Rapp et al., [@B44]). These distinct classes of localization error imply a preserved somatotopy but an impaired mapping of the perceived touches onto a secondary representation of tactile perceptual space, respectively. To study the systematic displacement of touch on skin by healthy individuals, Mancini et al. ([@B37]) developed a paradigm wherein participants mark the perceived tactile locations on a featureless size-matched silhouette of the limb (e.g., hand) on a computer screen. In the analysis stage, the responses are aligned in a common coordinate space with the actual locations on the skin in order to compute the systematic displacement of perceived touches relative to their actual locations, i.e., the *constant* localization error. The *variable* localization error quantified as a response variability, i.e., the spread of localization attempts, may also be determined in this paradigm. The evidence showed for the touch on the hand dorsum to be mislocalized in distal and radial directions, i.e., towards fingers and the thumb, respectively (Mancini et al., [@B37]). These mislocalizations were similar across somatosensory modalities, suggesting a supra-modal representation, and they were observed irrespective of the response modality (Mancini et al., [@B37]).

Yet another instance in which the tactile location is systematically misjudged is a mere presence of another touch (Green, [@B19]). Intriguingly, Green ([@B19]) reports a difference in localization errors on the arm for single touches which tend to be biased towards the joints with an increasing joint proximity of the touch (see also Cholewiak and Collins, [@B8]), and for dual touches which are mislocalized in relation to each other (Boring, [@B5]; Von Békésy, [@B52]; Green, [@B19]). Specifically, Green reports a compression of perceptual space between dual touches, both in the localization and tactile distance perception tasks. While the literature on actual localization of dual touches is scarce, there is an abundance of evidence on perception of their spatial separation, i.e., of tactile distance. The "low level" factors in the periphery and primary somatosensory cortex (S1) are widely discussed to account for the distortions in tactile distance perception given its link to tactile spatial acuity (Weber, [@B53]; Taylor-Clarke et al., [@B49]; Anema et al., [@B2]; Longo and Haggard, [@B34]; Longo and Sadibolova, [@B57]; Miller et al., [@B41]).

In brief, touch is mediated by four classes of mechanoreceptors in the skin. Two receptor types which respond to a steady pressure are classified as slowly-adapting (SA), while the other two receptor types sensitive to tactile motion are fast-adapting (FA; Johansson and Vallbo, [@B24]; Johansson et al., [@B25]). In the studies discussed here, participants make judgments about points of touches on their skin, which together with the edges and corners stimulate predominantly the Merkel cell receptors (SA1 fibers; Johnson, [@B26]). When a stimulus pair is placed on the skin, the touches will feel as distinct points if they stimulate non-overlapping SA1 and RA1 receptors. However, they will not be discernible if they are contained within the same receptive field (RF; Johansson and Vallbo, [@B24]). Thus, the innervation density, RF properties of tactile neurons and a degree of cortical magnification affect tactile spatial sensitivity (Johansson and Vallbo, [@B24]; Brown et al., [@B6]). Sensitivity is highest at fingertips which are densely populated by neurons with small RFs (Johansson and Vallbo, [@B24]) and have a large cortical representation (Penfield and Boldrey, [@B43]). Conversely, it deteriorates at more proximal body parts (Weinstein, [@B54]; Mancini et al., [@B36]) with smaller representations, decreased innervation density, and larger RF size and overlap (Penfield and Boldrey, [@B43]; Sur et al., [@B47]).

Correspondingly, Von Békésy ([@B52]) reported that the perceived tactile distance increases monotonously from zero (tactile spatial acuity threshold) with the increasing stimulus distance. This is corroborated in Weber's illusion where the same tactile distance feels smaller on less sensitive skin surfaces with higher acuity threshold (Weber, [@B53]; Anema et al., [@B2]; Longo and Haggard, [@B34]). Further, this literature overlaps with the "funneling" effect (Von Békésy, [@B51], [@B52]; Chen et al., [@B7]; Barghout et al., [@B4]), reporting a mislocalization of simultaneous touches towards each other, be it on a continuous skin surface or on fingers. Moreover, there are reports of a mislocalization bias towards a touch of the stimulus pair which was applied with a greater pressure (Von Békésy, [@B52]; Barghout et al., [@B4]). The processes of summation and inhibition of tactile signals are implicated in these studies. For instance, the response patterns for two near-threshold simultaneous touches are "summated", which results in an exaggeration of the center of the stimulus pattern and a reduction at the sides (actual locations) due to an inhibitory RF surround of each other cell (Von Békésy, [@B52]; Chen et al., [@B7]). The literature suggests that, rather than being a peripheral phenomenon, the funneling effect has a central (S1) origin (Gardner and Spencer, [@B56]; Chen et al., [@B7]).

Stimulations outside the excitatory center of the RF reduce neuronal responses in the RF due to its inhibitory surround. The neuronal refractory period, and additional feedforward and feedback interneuron connections also account for a response suppression of successive touches (Gardner and Johnson, [@B16]). Behavioral studies report increasingly impaired tactile performance, e.g., the detection (Gardner and Costanzo, [@B15]; Tamè et al., [@B48]) of a target stimulus when a masking stimulus is presented in a window of \~500 to −500 ms from the onset of the target stimulus. Accordingly, the neurophysiological evidence (Angel, [@B3]) shows that when the interval between two successive tactile stimuli is less than \~500 ms, the probability of discharge of single thalamic cells is a monotonic function of the interval between stimuli down to 40 ms, at which point the second stimulus is "masked", i.e., elicits no response. The temporal separation of dual stimuli indeed plays a great role in a perception of their spatial separation. Under the right temporal conditions (usually less than \~300 ms), the spatial mislocalization of stimuli may even induce illusory tactile movement on the skin (Geldard and Sherrick, [@B17]; Barghout et al., [@B4]). In the Tau effect, a person given two successive spatial intervals, automatically equalizes the ratios of their temporal presentation with the ratios of their perceived distance. Thus, the perceived spatial separation may increase with increased temporal separation (Helson, [@B23]; Jones and Huang, [@B27]; Goldreich, [@B18]).

The aim of this study was to complement and relate the two independent streams of literature, one investigating the systematic errors and precision in localization of single touches, and the other investigating tactile distance perception between dual touches. To do so, we adapted the procedures from single touch localization studies by Mancini et al. ([@B37]) and Margolis and Longo ([@B38]). Participants were instructed to localize pairs of tactile stimuli on the dorsum of their hands by indicating the corresponding locations on a size-matched hand silhouette. We chose a sufficient stimulus intensity (60 g) for a clear tactile detection. Two simultaneous touches at the distance lower than that of a spatial acuity threshold may feel as a single touch (Von Békésy, [@B52]), which is a percept reported for touches less than \~2 cm apart on the hand dorsum (Weinstein, [@B54]; Mancini et al., [@B36]). The touches in this study were separated by 2 cm, 3 cm, or 4 cm. To prevent the Tau effect, they were presented in separate blocks of trials either simultaneously or sequentially (1-s delay). The temporal delay was sufficient to reduce the influence of low-level factors associated with the physiology and organization of the somatosensory system while at the same time the memory trace of the first stimulus of the pair was preserved. This study design thus allowed us to investigate the role of spatial and temporal separation in localization of dual touches on the hand dorsum. Additionally, we explored the role of landmarks such as knuckles and a wrist by sub-dividing the dorsum into four regions on the proximo-distal axis. The regions close to joints allowed us to explore the influence of these landmarks in dual-touch localization (Green, [@B19]).

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Participants {#s2-1}
------------

Thirty individuals naïve to the purpose of the study participated (19 females, 29.8 ± 13.6 years). All participants were predominantly right handed, as assessed by the Edinburgh handedness inventory (Oldfield, [@B42]; Mean ± SD: 77.6 ± 47.5). This study was carried out in accordance with the recommendations of "Guidelines on research ethics", Department of Psychological Sciences Research Ethics Committee at Birkbeck, University of London. All subjects gave written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The protocol was approved by the Department of Psychological Sciences Research Ethics Committee at Birkbeck, University of London. Five photographs were not saved due to a technical issue (camera malfunction) and thus only the data of 25 participants are included in tactile localization analyses.

Apparatus and Procedure {#s2-2}
-----------------------

Participants sat in front of a computer monitor (15 × 12 inches). Their hands and forearms rested on the table with the palms facing down. Both arms were occluded by two sheets of black foamboard running along the sagittal plane of body at the left shoulder and along the transverse plane of the body \~15 cm above the table. The experimenter, seated to participant's left behind the occluder wall, was facing another computer monitor (22 × 14 inches).

The experimenter marked locations of tactile stimuli on the participant's skin using light brown and black pens. The hand was occluded while the locations were drawn, and the participant could not see them until the experiment was complete. The first line was drawn across participant's left wrist passing through a center of the ulnar styloid process. Another line running in parallel with the first line was drawn below a visible point of a separation between a pinkie and ring finger. Three intermediate lines were added at equal intervals, dividing the hand into four equally long subregions. The final line was drawn perpendicular to the center of a wrist-hand intersection. Four stimulus locations were marked along this line at the center of each subregion with a dark pencil. Two more locations spaced 1 cm apart were added to the right and left of each of these points at the longitudinal center of each subregion. This resulted in a grid consisting of four rows in proximo-distal orientation and five columns in ulnar-radial orientation (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![The stimulus locations. **(A)** shows the locations marked on the back of the participant's hand. There were four rows in a grid, equally spaced apart. Each row contained five locations (dots) spaced 1 cm apart. **(B)** shows five possibilities for actual dual touch stimulation at each of four rows, rendering thus a total of *20 touch location pairs*. The dual touches were always delivered within a row, i.e., across the hand. Note a perfect symmetry in stimulation frequency between corresponding ulnar and radial sides on the hand. The 4 cm stimulus was doubled in number of trials to match the trial number of smaller distances.](fnhum-12-00055-g0001){#F1}

The experimenter then marked the apices of the knuckles of the index and little fingers with a hand clenched in a fist. Then, with the hand placed flat on a table, she recorded their distance as participant's hand width, and photographed the hand. The distance between these knuckles was saved for a generic medium-sized male hand, the silhouette of which was later presented to participants to collect their responses in the tactile localization task. The size of a silhouette was automatically adjusted by a locked ratio in both dimensions until its width corresponded with a width of the participant's hand.

A custom-written script was used to run the experiment (Cogent 2000 toolbox for Matlab 2015, Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). At each trial, the experimenter would apply two simultaneous or sequential (1-s delay) touches across the hand at two of the marked locations using Von Frey filaments (60 g). Each touch lasted \~1 s. The stimulations were presented in two blocks per temporal delay manipulation counterbalanced across participants according to a Latin square. Each trial comprised of a stimulation pair 2 cm, 3 cm or 4 cm apart at one of the subregions along the hand. The 2 cm stimulations were applied with one touch at a central location and the other touch at one of the outer locations (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The 3 cm stimulations were at one of the outer locations and at the corresponding third point away across the hand. The 4 cm stimulations at the outer locations were doubled in number to compensate for a lack of alternative locations. All stimulations were randomized. There were 48 trials in each block. The half of sequential touches was presented in a reverse order of the locations. Thus, the blocks of sequential touches included randomized left-right and right-left stimulations.

To minimize experimenter error, the instructions were displayed on an image of a hand silhouette on the experimenter's monitor. The background of a stimulated region was white against a gray background and the stimulation locations were red and larger compared to non-stimulated locations in black color. Any additional information including the order of sequential stimulations was presented in text above the image. After the stimuli were applied, the experimenter pressed the key on a keyboard for a hand silhouette and a mouse cursor to appear on the participant's screen.

The silhouette image was a high contrast black and white picture rendering a white hand on a black background. The mouse cursor showed on participant's screen as a thin cross at random positions on each trial. The participants indicated the location of each perceived touch by clicking the mouse cursor at the corresponding location on the silhouette hand. They were instructed to click twice at the same location when they perceived a single touch. The position of the mouse clicks was automatically recorded by the software. While their right hand moved in order to register the responses, participants were instructed not to move their left hand to minimize the use of proprioceptive information in the task. Participants were instructed to be precise in their responses and to avoid ballistic points. They were asked to report any accidental responses which were later removed from the analysis.

Data Processing {#s2-3}
---------------

The actual stimulus locations coded in *x* and *y* pixel coordinates on photographs of participants' hands had to be aligned with the corresponding perceived locations marked on the size-matched hand silhouettes on the computer screen. Thus, the location of the knuckle of the little finger and that of the index finger on each photograph and hand silhouette pair were defined as points (0,0) and (1,0), respectively, with all other points assigned corresponding coordinates using Bookstein's ([@B55]) two-point registration method. Hand sizes for all participants were therefore normalized into a common body-scaled coordinate frame in which one Bookstein unit was defined as the distance between the knuckles of the index and little fingers. The coordinate axes were then aligned to correspond with the rows and columns of the stimulation grid.

Localization error was computed using the Bookstein *x* and *y* coordinates of the perceived and actual touches. A systematic localization bias (*constant* localization error) is a vector of a straight line between the actual and averaged perceived stimulus locations. The length of this vector represents the magnitude of the error in a certain direction while the angle relative to *x* axis represents the error direction. Here the analyses focused on the magnitude of constant error in two directions, one aligned with the hand's proximo-distal axis and the other aligned with its ulnar-radial axis. These biases were determined from Bookstein coordinate values. Further, each set of localization attempts deviates from their average. The standard deviation computed across *x* and *y* coordinate values separately was used to quantify the *variable* error i.e., the precision of localization in ulnar-radial and proximo-distal orientation, respectively.

A critical distinction between the analyses of the single-touch localization error and the dual-touch localization error is that analyses concerning the latter must take into account that the dual touches are mislocalized *relative to each other*. To illustrate this, consider an example of two touches misplaced towards each other by 0.1 Bookstein units. Two observations can be made with the constant localization error quantified on the *x* axis aligned with the dual touch orientation. First, the sum of the localization error of 0.1 (radial) and −0.1 (ulnar) is zero, which as an average trend in the data would eliminate an overall translation of tactile perceptual space in ulnar or radial direction. Second, the relative mislocalization towards each other is given by a slope of a line fitted to these two values. A positive slope indicates that the touches were perceived as attracted while a negative slope indicates repulsion. Similarly, as an average trend in the data, the slope across ulnar-to-radial locations of the grid would indicate the scaling of the perceptual space given the symmetry in stimulation frequency across ulnar and radial locations of the grid (see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

To reiterate, the tactile stimulus pairs were always applied within a row, i.e., *across* the hand. There were three different distances between dual touches which were applied in a manner aiming for a perfect symmetry in frequency of stimulations between the corresponding ulnar and radial sides of the grid. This was necessary in order to dissociate the factors of a distance manipulation and skin location which would have been impossible had we used the same two locations per distance. Clearly, the localization error could not be computed simply at each location of the grid which is customary in the single-touch analysis. Most locations of the grid would be used for different stimulus distances, and apart from 4 cm stimulus the same stimulus distance at any given proximo-distal region was a combination of different grid locations. Thus, the localization error was calculated for each touch of the 20 possible tactile stimulus pairs (five in each row; see Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) in the first step, and then averaged depending on whether the analysis focused on stimulus distance or individual grid locations. The constant localization error and the variable localization error in two directions on the hand (proximo-distal and ulnar-radial) are presented in two separate parts of the "Results" section. Each section further breaks down to report the modulation of the localization error type by the stimulus distance and actual grid location. Their findings are complementary. For instance, the effects of the stimulus distances inevitably produce the findings which are not *location-specific*. They are thus complemented by the location-specific results found at individual grid locations which however do not inform about the *distance* separating the dual touches.

Finally, a false discovery rate Holm-Bonferonni procedure (HB-corr) was used to correct for increased type I error risk in multiple comparisons and the Greenhouse-Geisser correction (GG-corr) was applied when the variance sphericity was violated in repeated-measures ANOVA.

Results {#s3}
=======

Constant Localization Error {#s3-1}
---------------------------

### Constant Error at Individual Grid Locations {#s3-1-1}

Figures [2A,B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows the constant localization error for simultaneous and sequential touches. Relative to actual grid, the perceived locations were generally misplaced distally (M: 0.46, SD: 0.14), *t*~(24)~ = 16.97, *p* \< 0.001, *d* = 3.39, which is consistent with the literature (Mancini et al., [@B37]; Margolis and Longo, [@B38]). However, contrary to the literature, the dual touches in this experiment were misplaced towards the ulnar edge of the hand (M: −0.04 Bookstein units, SD: 0.10), *t*~(24)~ = 2.42, *p* = 0.02, *d* = 0.48. A possible shift of the ulnar-radial center of the grid from under the middle finger towards the center given by a gap between the ring and middle fingers may be accountable for the overall ulnar shift.

![The constant localization error for different temporal separations of the touches. **(A,B)** show constant error for simultaneous and sequential touches, respectively. The full black circles mark the actual locations of tactile stimuli in a four-by-five grid, and the crosses show the corresponding perceived locations. The vector lengths and angles represent a magnitude and direction of constant localization error, respectively. Each cross additionally shows SEM of the mislocalization magnitude in ulnar-radial (0°) and proximo-distal (90°) orientation. The ulnar-radial axis is aligned to the grid and thus the wrist, not the knuckles. The red dots mark the knuckles. Although the responses were marked on a black and white hand silhouette, the hand image is used here for illustrative purposes.](fnhum-12-00055-g0002){#F2}

The dual stimuli were always applied within a row *across* the hand. To re-iterate, the same number of touches was applied to each corresponding ulnar and radial location (e.g., locations 1 and 5, and 2 and 4) irrespective of the stimulus distance. Moreover, to eliminate interference by the stimulus distance, the location possibilities for each distance were also balanced at the ulnar-radial grid center. This arrangement allowed us to assess, separately for the sequential and the simultaneous temporal presentation of the stimuli, any deviations in tactile perceptual space from the actual grid arrangement. Given that the judged and actual grid locations should in theory overlap, it is intuitive to think about the constant localization error in a context of translation, scaling, and rotation of perceptual space. Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows a few simple illustrative examples of the constant localization error patterns indicative of the perceptual space *transformation*. Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the *translation* as an ulnar and distal shift of perceived (red) locations from their corresponding actual locations (black). As tactile pairs were always delivered across the hand, the funneling effect would show as a *compression* of perceptual space at the *x* axis, i.e., an increasing slope in ulnar bias across the ulnar-radial grid locations (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). *Scaling* of both axes (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) would show as a gradual increase in ulnar and distal error across grid locations away from a point of origin (e.g., gravitation towards the center of the grid). A *rotation* of perceptual space, e.g., by its alignment towards the line across knuckles, would also show as an interaction in constant localization error between grid rows and grid columns (Figures [3D,E](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![Transformation models. A few possibilities for a constant localization error patterns in the data are illustrated in **(A--E)**. The black circles represent the actual stimulus locations and the red circles represent the possible perceived locations. The displacement between the corresponding black and red circles is the constant localization error. The horizontal and vertical axes correspond with ulnar-radial and distal-proximal orientations on the hand. The panels show the **(A)** translation, **(B)** ulnar-radial compression, **(C)** overall compression, **(D)** orthogonal rotation and **(E)** non-orthogonal rotation, i.e., the skew of tactile perceptual space in relation to actual grid locations.](fnhum-12-00055-g0003){#F3}

To study the structure of perceptual space we conducted a repeated measures ANOVA. The constant localization error for two temporal separations (simultaneous and sequential touches) collapsed across different stimulus distances at each physical location of the grid was studied in two directions (ulnar-radial and proximo-distal), across grid rows (1--4; near wrist = 1, near knuckles = 4), and grid columns (1--5; most ulnar = 1, most radial = 5).

Unsurprisingly, the temporal separation of dual touches across the hand did not modulate, nor did it interact with other factors in modulating, the *distal* localization error (*p* \> 0.40). The distal error did not change in magnitude across grid rows, *F*~(3,72)~ = 0.41, *p* = 0.67, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.02, or due to other factors interacting with this variable (*p* \> 0.15). Without an interaction across grid rows and columns for both the distal and ulnar constant localization error we may rule out an overall scaling of the perceptual space and its rotation, e.g., towards the line across knuckles (Figures [3C--E](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The distal mislocalization did differ across grid columns, *F*~(4,96)~ = 6.84, *p* \< 0.001, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.22, by being larger for columns 2 and 3 (under the ring and middle finger; HB-corr *p* \< 0.03). This is seen by a perceptual space warping at locations under the ring finger (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Tactile perceptual space in touch localization. The panels show the transformation of perceptual space relative to the configuration of actual grid for **(A)** simultaneous and **(B)** sequential dual touches. The black circles represent the actual stimulus locations and the red circles represent the average perceived locations. The displacement between the corresponding black and red circles is the constant localization bias. The horizontal and vertical axes correspond with ulnar-radial and distal-proximal orientations on the hand.](fnhum-12-00055-g0004){#F4}

There were no differences in *ulnar* localization error across grid rows, *F*~(1.50,35.88)~ = 0.87, *p* = 0.40, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.04 (Greenhouse-Geisser corrected; GG-corr), but it increased with proximity to the thumb, *F*~(1.76,42.29)~ = 7.66, *p* = 0.002, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.24 (GG-corr). Intriguingly, there was an interaction between grid rows and columns, *F*~(6.12,146.86)~ = 3.05, *p* = 0.01, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.11 (GG-corr), which was not affected by temporal presentation of dual touches, *F*~(6.79,163.04)~ = 1.43, *p* = 0.20, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.06 (GG-corr). The interaction is driven by the distance between columns 2 and 3 being compressed more at central grid rows than near wrist and knuckles (*p* \> 0.04). Given these localization bias patterns, we eliminated an overall scaling at both axes and the rotation of the perceptual space.

The ulnar localization error increasing with the proximity to thumb across grid columns attests to tactile perceptual space being compressed on the horizontal axis as would be expected with the funneling effect (Von Békésy, [@B50]; Chen et al., [@B7]). Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows that the simultaneous touches, feeling closer to each other, produce larger opposite trends in ulnar bias compared to sequential touches. Accordingly, the ulnar bias was modulated by an interaction between temporal presentation of dual touches and their location across grid columns (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), *F*~(4,96)~ = 30.52, *p* \< 0.001, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.56, but not grid rows, *F*~(1.98,47.63)~ = 1.51, *p* = 0.23, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.06 (GG-corr). A linear model fitted to the data across grid columns showed no slope in ulnar bias for the sequential stimuli (M: −0.01, SD: 0.03), *t*~(24)~ = 1.26, *p* = 0.22, *d*~z~ = 0.25, while the slope observed for the simultaneous touches (M: 0.05, SD: 0.04) was indeed increasing, corroborating thus the funneling effect in this condition, *t*~(24)~ = 5.94, *p* \< 0.001, *d*~z~ = 1.19 (HB-corr). Compared to slope of sequential touches, the simultaneous stimuli were perceptually pulled towards each other, *t*~(24)~ = 8.13, *p* \< 0.001, *d*~z~ = 1.63 (HB-corr).

![The ulnar localization error for simultaneous and sequential touches across grid columns. The larger grid column values are more proximal to the thumb. **(A)** shows the averaged localization error. The error bars are ± SEM. The inter-individual variability is plotted in **(B,C)**. The gray lines represent the slopes for each participant while the black line represents the averaged slope in each condition.](fnhum-12-00055-g0005){#F5}

Finally, one-sample *t*-tests showed that the ulnar bias is different from zero only at the columns 4 and 5 for the simultaneous touches, and 2 and 3 for the sequential touches (Holm-Bonferroni corrected *p* \< 0.05). The larger ulnar bias at the radial locations for simultaneous touches is related to the perceptual space compression. Conversely, an expansion trend at the *x* axis is suggested by the *larger* ulnar bias at the ulnar side of the hand and a nearly veridical percept at radial locations for the sequential touches. The interpretation of these results becomes clearer when the *perceived distance*, i.e., the shortest line connecting any two localized touches is considered.

#### Perceived distance {#s3-1-2-1}

The funneling effect is shown in the distance data, i.e., the straight line between each two perceived locations of a tactile stimulus pair. The distance is smaller for simultaneous touches compared to sequential touches, *F*~(1,29)~ = 68.30, *p* \< 0.001, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.70. Relative to actual distance, there was an underestimation of perceived distance for touches presented simultaneously (M: −16.29%, SD: 31.88), *t*~(29)~ = 2.80, *p* = 0.01, *d*~z~ = 0.51, and an overestimation for the sequential touches (M: 28.77%, SD: 19.98), *t*~(29)~ = 7.89, *p* \< 0.001, *d*~z~ = 1.44 (HB-corr). These results are complementary to an earlier reported compression, and a trend for expansion, respectively.

The strong overestimation for sequential touches is noteworthy as it occurred while there was no clear horizontal expansion of tactile perceptual space. This finding is clearer when interpreted with respect to the reported increase in *distal* mislocalization at grid columns 2 and 3, and the increase in *ulnar* mislocalization for sequential touches for the same grid columns. It seems that some responses may have been perceptually rotated relative to the actual orientation of the touches, which allowed to increase the distance separating them while being constrained by the actual hand size. Thus, while the straight-line distance between two touches was clearly increased, there was only a trend for the horizontal expansion of the perceptual space.

### Constant Localization Error as a Function of Tactile Distance {#s3-1-2}

Whereas the variations in constant localization error across individual grid locations enable the investigation of the tactile perceptual space, they disregard the effects of actual stimulus distances. Thus, the ulnar-radial and proximo-distal localization biases collapsed across different tactile locations for each stimulus distance were investigated in a repeated-measures ANOVA with the stimulus distance (2, 3 and 4 cm), temporal separation (simultaneous and sequential touches), and subregion along the hand (near wrist = 1, central = 2, 3, and near knuckles = 4). The latter represents the rows of the grid. All dual stimuli were applied in a single orientation *across* the hand at these subregions.

As shown in Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, the bias towards the ulnar side of the hand was driven by larger displacement of 2 cm stimulus, *F*~(2,48)~ = 5.34, *p* = 0.01, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.18. The touches 2 cm apart were mislocalized more than those 3 cm apart, *t*~(24)~ = 2.70, *p* = 0.04, *d*~z~ = 0.54, and 4 cm apart, *t*~(24)~ = 2.66, *p* = 0.04, *d*~z~ = 0.53 (HB-corr). The distance separating dual touches also modulated the distal mislocalization (Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), *F*~(2,48)~ = 9.34, *p* \< 0.001, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.28, which was reduced for 4 cm relative to 3 cm, *t*~(24)~ = 3.81, *p* = 0.003, *d*~z~ = 0.76, and 2 cm, *t*~(24)~ = 3.75, *p* = 0.003 *d*~z~ = 0.75 (HB-corr). Finally, the ulnar and distal localization bias were not different across grid rows or due to an interaction of this factor with other manipulated variables (*p* values \> 0.10). Thus, the constant localization error in this study was not affected by the proximity of joint landmarks which is consistent with the literature (Mancini et al., [@B37]; Margolis and Longo, [@B38]).

![The constant localization bias modulated by the stimulus distance. **(A)** shows the *ulnar* bias to be largest for the 2 cm stimulus. **(B)** shows the *distal* bias to be smallest for 4 cm stimulus. The error bars are ± SEM. The Bookstein unit of 1 is the distance between the knuckles of the pinkie and the index finger normalizing thus across different hand sizes. The asterisks mark comparisons significant at *p* \< 0.05.](fnhum-12-00055-g0006){#F6}

No further modulation of the constant localization error was observed. The modulation of ulnar error (*p* = 0.88) and distal error (*p* = 0.53) by actual stimulus distance did not differ between simultaneous and sequential touches. There was a trend for the simultaneous touches to be displaced less towards the ulnar side of the hand compared to sequentially presented touches, *F*~(1,24)~ = 4.20, *p* = 0.05, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.15. As expected, the temporal separation did not modulate the distal error, *F*~(1,24)~ = 0.00011, *p* = 0.99, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.

Variable Localization Error {#s3-2}
---------------------------

### Variable Error as a Function of Stimulus Distance {#s3-2-1}

The ulnar-radial and proximo-distal *variable* localization error collapsed across different tactile locations for each stimulus distance were investigated in repeated-measures ANOVA with the stimulus distance (2, 3 and 4 cm), temporal separation (simultaneous and sequential touches), and subregion along the hand (near wrist = 1, central = 2, 3, and near knuckles = 4). The latter represent the rows of the grid. All dual stimuli were applied *across* the hand and within rows.

The ulnar-radial variable error was reduced relative to proximo-distal variable error, *F*~(1,24)~ = 47.19, *p* \< 0.001, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.66, as reported by Margolis and Longo ([@B38]). This effect is presumably due to increased spatial precision of touch across the arm than along it (Boring, [@B5]; Schlereth et al., [@B45]; Cody et al., [@B9]), and/or additional clues of perceived tactile distance. The difference in variable error in the both directions was modulated by the temporal and spatial separation of dual touches (Figures [7A,B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), *F*~(1,24)~ = 9.96, *p* \< 0.001, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.29 and *F*~(2,48)~ = 4.24, *p* = 0.02, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.15, respectively. The ulnar-radial error was improved for touches presented with a delay compared to simultaneous touches, *t*~(24)~ = 2.50, *p* = 0.04, *d*~z~ = 0.50, whereas no difference due to temporal separation was observed for the proximo-distal error, *t*~(24)~ = 0.84, *p* = 0.41, *d*~z~ = 0.17 (HB-corr). Thus, the simultaneity of dual stimuli across the hand appears to make the localization task more difficult at the ulnar-radial axis alone. Similarly, the ulnar-radial localization of tactile pairs 4 cm apart is improved relative to those 3 cm apart, *t*~(24)~ = 2.73, *p* = 0.04, *d*~z~ = 0.55, and 2 cm apart, *t*~(24)~ = 2.40, *p* \< 0.05, *d*~z~ = 0.48 (HB-corr). The actual locations of 4 cm in proximity of the hand edges may account for this improved localization.

![The ulnar-radial and proximo-distal variable localization error. The difference in variable error on two hand-centered coordinate axes as modulated by **(A)** temporal separation of dual touches, **(B)** spatial separation of dual touches, and **(C)** across grid rows (row 1 = near wrist). The precision is calculated for each axis as a standard deviation of individual localization attempts. The error bars are ± SEM.](fnhum-12-00055-g0007){#F7}

Stimuli located near landmarks (wrist and knuckles) are localized better than stimuli in the middle of the hand (Figure [7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), *F*~(3,72)~ = 25.04, *p* \< 0.001, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.51. The localization performance deteriorates at the row 2 relative to an adjacent wrist row 1, *t*~(24)~ = 4.80, *p* \< 0.001, *d*~z~ = 0.96, and at row 3 relative to the adjacent knuckle row 4, *t*~(24)~ = 6.39, *p* \< 0.001, *d*~z~ = 1.28 (HB-corr). The overall differences in performance between two central rows, *t*~(24)~ = 2.30, *p* = 0.03, *d*~z~ = 0.46 and the rows near wrist and knuckles, *t*~(24)~ = 3.33, *p* = 0.01, *d*~z~ = 0.67 (HB-corr) are driven by proximo-distal localization variability. While it is reduced near wrist compared to the knuckle area, *t*~(24)~ = 5.40, *p* \< 0.001, *d*~z~ = 1.08, and at the row 2 compared to the row 3, *t*~(24)~ = 2.82, *p* = 0.03, *d*~z~ = 0.56, there is no difference in *ulnar-radial* variable error near wrist and knuckles, *t*~(24)~ = 1.78, *p* = 0.17, *d*~z~ = 0.36, and between the two central rows, *t*~(24)~ = 0.23, *p* = 0.82, *d*~z~ = 0.05 (HB-corr). The findings of an improved variable localization error near landmarks are consistent with the literature (Cholewiak and Collins, [@B8]).

### Variable Error at Individual Grid Locations {#s3-2-2}

The variable localization error for two temporal stimulus presentations (simultaneous and sequential touches), collapsed across different stimulus distances at each physical location of the grid, was investigated in two directions (ulnar-radial and proximo-distal coordinate axes), across grid rows (1--4; near wrist = 1, near knuckles = 4), and grid columns (1--5; most ulnar = 1, most radial = 5).

Although the interaction between the temporal separation of dual touches and proximo-distal stimulus locations did not reach significance in the analysis reported in previous section (*p* = 0.06), here the precision in localization of touches near the wrist (row 1) differed for simultaneous and sequential touches (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}), *F*~(3,72)~ = 3.18, *p* = 0.03, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.12. Compared to sequentially presented touches, the localization attempts for simultaneous stimulations were more variable, *t*~(24)~ = 2.67, *p* = 0.01, *d*~z~ = 0.53. The 3-way interaction with the direction of variable localization error did not reach statistical significance, *F*~(3,72)~ = 2.02, *p* = 0.12, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.08 suggesting that the effect was not unique to one of the error directions.

![The localization precision (variable error) for two temporal separations of dual touches at each of the four rows on the hand. The ulnar-radial and proximo-distal precision is collapsed together. The error bars are SEM.](fnhum-12-00055-g0008){#F8}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

The aim of this study was to complement and relate the two independent streams of literature, one investigating the systematic errors and precision in localization of single touches, and the other investigating tactile distance perception between dual touches. To this end, we studied constant and variable error in dual touch localization. Relative to their actual locations, the dual touches were displaced towards the fingers and the ulnar side of the hand. The ulnar mislocalization was modulated by temporal separation of tactile stimulus pairs. The touches presented simultaneously were mislocalized towards each other and as a result their distance was perceived to be smaller. A corresponding compression of tactile perceptual space in comparison with actual grid configuration is reported. The touches presented sequentially were mislocalized towards the ulnar side of the hand, with slightly increased bias and misjudgment of their orientation at more ulnar locations, which corresponded with overestimation of their distances. This resulted in a trend for expansion of tactile perceptual space. The variable localization error was reduced near joints, particularly near knuckles, while there were no near-joint differences in constant localization error. Further, it increased for the simultaneous touches and it was modulated by the stimulus distance.

Dual Touch Localization and Tactile Perceptual Space {#s4-1}
----------------------------------------------------

To guide the reader through the patterns of tactile mislocalization for a four-by-five stimulus grid on the hand dorsum, we constructed the perceptual map in a skin-centered spatial reference frame, using the constant localization error, i.e., the relative position of actual and perceived grid locations. We replicated the distal displacement of the perceptual map from the actual grid, which is associated with a supra-modal representation of body surface in single-touch localization literature (Mancini et al., [@B37]; Margolis and Longo, [@B38]). However, we did not replicate the radial localization bias (Mancini et al., [@B37]). It should be noted that the radial bias would be replicated with the ulnar-radial abscissa of the coordinate system across knuckles as reported by Mancini et al. ([@B37]). However, rather than reflecting an overall radial shift of the perceived touches relative to their actual stimulus locations, the bias in our case would be a mathematical artifact of a misaligned coordinate frame relative to the stimulation grid. To illustrate this, consider an example in which each touch of a dual stimulus pair applied across hand is mislocalized distally, e.g., by 0.3 Bookstein units, while being localized accurately with relation to each other. The constant localization error computed within the rotated coordinate frame, e.g., anti-clockwise relative to stimulus orientation, would erroneously show for each touch a radial increase and distal decrease. Thus, the coordinate system should not be arbitrary in tactile localization studies and it should be aligned with the grid. The actual stimulus grid was aligned to knuckles in the study by Mancini et al. ([@B37]), while it is aligned with the wrist in this study. With our grid and coordinate frame aligned, the ulnar bias represents a genuine displacement of the perceived touches towards the ulnar hand side.

A separate issue is a rotation of the perceptual map relative to the orientation of the actual stimulus grid. Such misalignment would for instance occur if participants were to mark their responses as tilted with reference to knuckle landmarks in our experiment. However, we found no evidence for the rotation of tactile perceptual space relative to the orientation of actual stimulus grid. This finding is important in two respects. First, we may conclude an overall accuracy in perceived orientation of the dual touches on the hand dorsum which suggests the skin-centered tactile judgments. Second, the knuckle landmarks, playing a significant role in the distal displacement of touches but not explaining it fully (Margolis and Longo, [@B38]), do not contribute to tactile mislocalization by creating a misalignment angle for the perceptual map relative to actual grid. This includes the non-orthogonal rotation which would not preclude the accurate stimulus orientation. Nevertheless, we recommend that the future single-touch localization studies further investigate the perceptual map rotation without the clues given by an orientation of dual stimuli in this study.

The tactile stimuli were presented across the hand with the size-matched hand silhouette presented visually on a computer screen each time the response was given. However, the distances separating the sequentially presented touches were overestimated regardless of the veridical information about the hand size. This finding is accompanied by a larger ulnar bias in tactile localization at the ulnar side of the hand compared to locations near thumb, while the distal bias doesn't vary across grid rows. Together these results would suggest an expansion of the perceptual space consistent with the squatter and shorter perceptual maps of the hand dorsum (Longo and Haggard, [@B33]; Longo and Golubova, [@B32]). However, the present data cannot rule out a possible scaling at the *y* axis with an inclusion of proximo-distally oriented dual touches, be it a compression and thus the shorter and squatter perceptual map, or an expansion matching or exceeding that in the ulnar-radial direction. Thus, only the *relative* somatotopic activation for dual touches resulted in a transformation of tactile perceptual space. No such influence is found when the relative position is not computed in the proximo-distal orientation in this experiment.

The availability of information about veridical hand size, provided prior each response by a size-matched hand silhouette on a computer screen, did not prevent the compression of tactile perceptual space at the ulnar-radial axis, and the perceived compression of stimulus distances. Von Békésy ([@B52]) discussed the summation and inhibition of tactile signals when he observed the perceived distance monotonously increasing from zero (tactile spatial acuity threshold for given skin region) with the increasing actual distance. This was corroborated in Weber's illusion studies where the same distance feels smaller on less sensitive skin regions with higher acuity thresholds (Taylor-Clarke et al., [@B49]; Anema et al., [@B2]; Miller et al., [@B41]). Accordingly, we report a compressed map for simultaneous stimulations on the hand dorsum, given that the threshold for the dorsum is \~1.6 to 2 cm (Weinstein, [@B54]; Mancini et al., [@B36]), and we used 2 cm, 3 cm and 4 cm stimuli. However, the influence of these low-level factors is reduced with increased temporal separation between the touches. In the Tau effect (Helson, [@B23]; Jones and Huang, [@B27]; Goldreich, [@B18]), a person given two successive spatial intervals, automatically equalizes the ratios of their temporal presentation with the ratios of their perceived distance. Thus, the perceived spatial separation may increase due to increased temporal separation. In our study, however, the simultaneous and sequential stimulations were presented in separate blocks of 48 trials each, which rules out their relative comparison characteristic for Tau effect experiments. A compression on the arm in dual-touch localization was also reported by Green ([@B19]) while the single touches were mislocalized towards the joints. It was posited that the single touches were localized with respect to body as reference frame whereas the dual touches were mislocalized with respect to each other (Boring, [@B5]; Green, [@B19]). Our results are consistent with this interpretation. The simultaneous dual touches localized with reference to each other were subject to influence of low-level somatosensory factors. Conversely, the localization of sequential touches may have become more like that of single touches using the hand as reference frame (Green, [@B19]).

Although we acknowledge the role of peripheral factors in our interpretation, we do not posit that the observed perceptual compression may be explained purely by the summation and inhibition of tactile inputs in the periphery and S1. In the related tactile distance perception literature, distortions of perceived distance between two touches are substantially diminished relative to what would be expected based on magnification factors, innervation density and RF properties (Taylor-Clarke et al., [@B49]; Longo, [@B31]). The "top-down" influences and a secondary body representation which reduce these early distortions are widely discussed in the literature (Taylor-Clarke et al., [@B49]; Linkenauger et al., [@B29]; Longo, [@B31]). Indeed, the inhibitory interneuron connections at different levels of somatosensory processing may be both feedforward and feedback, which allows for top-down modulation e.g., by attention (Gardner and Johnson, [@B16]). Given that we do not think it is possible to disentangle the peripheral and central factors in a context of this study, we refrain from a firm attribution of the observed effects to either one of them alone.

Finally, the overall translation in the ulnar direction was larger for the sequential touches. To reiterate, we used a balanced design in which the randomized trials were presented, half in the right-left and the other half in the left-right direction. While the order of stimulations was not an independent variable in this study, future research should address the effects of sequential stimulus direction in the translation of perceptual space. The ulnar shift of perceptual space, however, is likely to be a result of shifted perceived central location of the column 3 from under the middle finger towards the gap between the middle and ring fingers. Consistent with our interpretation concerning the increased use of hand reference frame in this condition, this re-centering of the column 3 would have had greater impact in localization of sequential touches.

We additionally reported a reduced ulnar-radial *variable localization error* compared to that on the proximo-distal axis. It may be due to spatial sensitivity differences attributable to oval-shaped neuronal RFs on the hand dorsum (Longo and Haggard, [@B34]; Longo and Golubova, [@B32]), or simply due to additional clues of more than one touch in this direction. Unsurprisingly, the ulnar-radial precision deteriorates for simultaneous touches which make the task more difficult while the proximo-distal precision remains unchanged for them. Further, the overall variable error at both axes for the funneled stimuli is larger near wrist relative to knuckles while being smaller from that at the center of the hand. The variable error for sequential touches shows a similar improvement near both joint landmarks. Taken together, these findings show a clear dissociation between the constant and variable localization errors, and they highlight the role of skeletal landmarks in tactile localization.

The Role of Joints/Skeletal Landmarks in Tactile Localization {#s4-2}
-------------------------------------------------------------

We replicated the constant localization error in a distal direction reported in single-touch studies (Mancini et al., [@B37]; Margolis and Longo, [@B38]). The literature highlights a role of perceived *knuckle* locations given that the bias is partly reduced with their view (Margolis and Longo, [@B38]). The evidence from this study shows that the distal bias is also reduced at all regions along the hand for the largest 4 cm distance of dual touches. This reduction cannot be attributed to the effects of lateral inhibition given its similarity across simultaneously and sequentially presented touches. Whereas the proximo-distal precision did not differ across stimulus distances, the ulnar-radial precision was improved for 4 cm stimuli at each grid row possibly due to the fact that on 4 cm trials, both touches always occur contiguous to the hand edges. This interpretation is compatible with the greater ulnar-radial precision observed at all outer ulnar-radial locations of the grid irrespective of applied stimulus distances. Moreover, the 4 cm stimulus was applied at the same ulnar-radial locations unlike the smaller stimuli which could be shifted one or two locations to the side. Thus, at least for the hands, a displacement of the perceived touch further distally is associated with the less distinct touches which are also localized with a poorer precision.

The reduced distal constant bias for touches which are localized with better precision, i.e., reduced variable error, is consistent with a smaller distal bias for a more precisely localized touch on more sensitive palm of the hand (Mancini et al., [@B37]), and with both the constant and variable bias being smaller in ulnar-radial orientation on the hand dorsum (Mancini et al., [@B37]; Margolis and Longo, [@B38]). However, improved localization precision does not automatically imply a reduction in the constant bias. Whereas there was a superior localization precision near knuckles (row 4) relative to all other rows, the evidence does not show for the knuckle landmarks to play a special role in modulating the distal localization bias at this region more than elsewhere on the hand. This finding is consistent with the evidence from single-touch localization studies, where it is interpreted with respect to constant localization bias being associated more closely with the secondary body representation while the variable error is thought to reflect more the somatotopic factors (Mancini et al., [@B37]; Margolis and Longo, [@B38]).

Our data suggests that the enhanced precision near knuckles is due to proximo-distal precision being greater than that observed at other regions. Precision in the proximo-distal axis is also improved near the wrist compared to central regions of the dorsal hand, and the radial-ulnar precision for the joint boundary regions is similar and greater compared to that at the central regions. Thus, although the near-joint proprioceptive information (Green, [@B19]; Cholewiak and Collins, [@B8]) and perhaps greater sensitivity to skin stretch (Edin and Abbs, [@B12]; Edin, [@B10], [@B11]; Edin and Johansson, [@B13]) may have improved the localization precision near both joint boundaries, the precision in proximo-distal direction was enhanced less near the wrist than near the knuckles, presumably due to the overall constant localization error in distal direction away from the wrist. The distal shift near the wrist is surprising given that the shape of the hand with its characteristic wrist narrowing and the location of the thumb is clear on a silhouette of the hand. One possibility that should be addressed in future localization studies is the weighting of the wrist landmark relative to a (possibly misperceived) knuckle location of the thumb.

Final consideration should be given to transfer between visual and tactile space which is a concern in most tactile localization tasks reported in the literature. Indeed, the participants viewed the hand silhouette to give the responses which may have affected their judgments in this study. However, even where there is not a visual-tactile transfer, some transfer between frames of reference is needed to obtain the responses at all. The study of Mancini et al. ([@B37]), which introduced the paradigm we use here, attempted to deal with this concern in a "haptic variant" of the task, in which participants indicated perceived locations of touches on a rubber hand without the vision. However, even that haptic task isn't a pure measure of tactile localization since it involves processes related to haptic exploration. The correspondence between the silhouette task and the haptic task, however, does suggest that the basic pattern of biases is not due to idiosyncratic aspects of either methods.

In summary, the distal bias reported in the literature is consistent for locations marked on a hand silhouette and those pointed at in corresponding locations of a prosthetic rubber hand (Mancini et al., [@B37]) indicating that the bias is not specific to the visual response modality. Further, the distal bias was reduced but not eliminated with the responses marked on hand photographs which ruled out the knuckle location misperception as a sole causal factor (Margolis and Longo, [@B38]). We reported an additional factor of a distance between dual touches to modulate the distal bias on the dorsal hand. We additionally reported a reduced variable localization error for dual touches near joints of the dorsal hand, particularly near the knuckle landmarks which are likely to be perceptually filled in on a hand silhouette image. This evidence is consistent with previous literature suggesting the enhanced near-joint tactile localization due to additional proprioceptive signals (Green, [@B19]; Cholewiak and Collins, [@B8]). However, in our design, this evidence also underlines the combined influence of somatosensation and mental imagery concerning the perceived landmark locations.

Conclusion {#s5}
==========

Taken together, the tactile localization literature suggests that the simultaneous dual touches too close in space cannot be discriminated as separate events but their detection is improved due to signal summation and inhibition (Von Békésy, [@B52]; Chen et al., [@B7]). The evidence shows that when they are separated sufficiently, they still cannot be accurately localized (Green, [@B19]) due to low-level factors including the innervation density and RF properties. By increasing their temporal separation, however, we found that these distorting low-level influences were alleviated. We interpreted our findings as a tendency to localize simultaneous dual touches with reference to each other being thus subject to influence of low-level somatosensory factors. Conversely, the localization of sequential touches in our experiment may have become qualitatively different, i.e., more like that of single touches localized with respect to body as a reference frame (Boring, [@B5]; Green, [@B19]).

Our findings are relevant to a current model for somatoperception being mediated by secondary body representation which alleviates the influence of the distorted somatotopic maps in SI (Longo et al., [@B35]; Medina and Coslett, [@B39]; Longo, [@B30]). While the distance perception literature suggests a top-down influences of body representation, which improve the somatoperception by alleviating the influence of distorted somatotopic maps, we report the effects of low-level factors concerning the organization of somatosensory system. Critically, the perceptual errors were not eliminated in a design where participants saw the hand silhouette matched in size to their hand each time they gave their response, suggesting a persistent bottom-up influence.

The aim of this study was to relate the findings from two predominantly separate streams of literature, one reporting on the localization of single touches, and the other on the distance perception of dual touches. The evidence showed that the dual touches, akin to single touch stimulations, were mislocalized distally. This effect was previously associated with a supra-modal representation of body surface (Mancini et al., [@B37]). Also consistent with the single-touch localization literature, the variable localization error is reduced near joints, particularly near knuckles. Finally, contrary to single-touch literature, we observed for the dual touches to be mislocalized towards the ulnar side of the hand. This displacement was larger for touches presented in sequential order than the simultaneous touches.
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